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FCERM Strategy 2050 Ambition Working Group 
Face to face workshop 22 August 2018 

10:30 – 15:30 
 

Attendees 

Name Organisation Present 

Andy Smith 
LGA Coastal Special Interest 
Group 

Yes 

Clare Dinnis Environment Agency Yes 

David Hickman Local Government Group Yes 

Hannah Coogan JBA Consulting Yes 

James Copeland NFU Yes 

Jonathan Glerum Anglian Water Yes 

Lise Taylor Atkins Global Yes 

Luke Lovell Jacobs Yes 

Mark Nokkert 
Action with Communities in 
Rural England (Cambs) 

Yes 

Mark Stratton 
Eastern Solent Coastal 
Partnership  

Yes 

Mike Woolgar WSP Yes 

Paul Cobbing National Flood Forum Yes 

Rachel Burden Environment Agency Yes 

Rachael Hill Environment Agency Yes 

Roland Grzybek Thames RFCC Yes 

Sally Priest 
Flood Hazard Research 
Centre 

Yes 

Simon Jeffrey Environment Agency Yes 

Steven Tupper Environment Agency Yes 

Tim Collins Natural England Yes 

Amy Shaw Environment Agency Yes 

Cath Brooks Environment Agency Yes  

Eleanor Blundell Environment Agency Yes 
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Those with a supporting role are shown in italics 

Meeting objectives 

 Update on the development process so far. 

 Explain the key themes and priority ideas for change that have emerged from 

each of the Working Group sessions. 

 Receive feedback from the Working Groups on the draft Ambition Pack and 

commented on the latest version of the pack. 

 Discuss key issues that need to be addressed as part of setting the ambition 

for the strategy. 

 Review and refine a checklist for the Working Groups to use in evaluating / 

prioritising ideas for change at the September workshops. 

 Explain the next steps in the Strategy development process. 

Strategy Update  

We are now in the fourth stage of development of the strategy and focusing on 

evaluation of the Ideas for Change by the working groups. An update on the timeline 

Matt Turner Writers Copywriting No 

Adam Comerford Canal and Rivers Trust No 

Alice Baverstock Defra No 

Andrew Brown HR Wallingford No 

Andrew Russell 
Committee on Climate 
Change 

No 

Barry Ridgway Warwickshire County Council No 

Chris Strong Environment Agency No 

David Viner Mott MacDonald No 

Diane Mitchell National Farmers Union  No 

Ian Lisk Met Office No 

Kathryn Smith Canal and Rivers Trust No 

Martin Rogers National Farmers Union  No 

Max Tant Kent County Council LLFA No 

Michael Green Warwickshire County Council No 

Paul Canning Atkins Global No 

Peter Hebard 
Solent and New Forest Flood 
Action Groups 

No 

Phil Rothwell RFCC Chair Northumbrian  No 

Rachael Brown 
Action with Communities in 
Rural England (Cambs) 

No 

Richard Barnes JacksonHyder No 

Robert Munroe 
Yorkshire Integrated 
Catchment Solutions 
Programme (iCASP) 

No 

Ronan Palmer Ofwat No 

Simon Leek Atkins No 

Steve Cook Aecom No 
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for developing of the strategy was presented. A summary of the key themes 

discussed by the working groups in July was also presented.  

General discussion: 

 The Secretary of State will lay the strategy before Parliament for 70 days.  

 Consultation period seems to be very short.  

 Consultation will be promoted via digital work, the working groups and at 

events. We welcome ideas on how to reach out during consultation. 

 All the working groups should be asked for ideas on how to promote the 

consultation.   

 There will be a steer from Members of Parliament (MP) before the strategy 

goes to Parliament, but we need to clarify exactly how.  

 It might be worth letting the working groups know how MPs will be engaged 

so they can help with this.  

 The Secretary of State will approve the strategy as part of the approvals 

process.  

 The Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) will also 

approve the strategy because they are our sponsoring organisation.  

 The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government will contribute 

to the strategy. This will be part of Government approvals but we are also 

having conversations now as part of developing the Government’s Policy 

Statement.  

 

Key Issues 

The group discussed four key issues. Notes on the discussion are provided in 

Appendix A. 

 Climate Change 

 Land Use Change 

 Behaviour Change 

 Standards 

Ambition Pack 

Ambition Statements 

The group discussed the ambition statements: 

 “Risk is managed in a way that supports growth, economic prosperity”: can 

you actually do those two things as they contradict. Growth can reduce the 

risk too. Should be ‘consequence’ rather than risk. 

 Risk is going to be linked to finance. 

 Impacts and consequences are wider than just water in people’s homes. 

 Infrastructure is part of the economy, it’s not separate. 

 Economy is missing from the guiding principles. 

 Economy pillar uses the word ‘even’ but this sounds negative – we need to 

reword positively. 
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The group rated their agreement to the ambition statements: 

 

In addition, ‘Infrastructure’ as a supporting statement under the ambition for society 

received three dots.  

 

 

Guiding Principles  

The group discussed the guiding principles: 

 We are carbon-neutral and climate resilient 

o Too specific but need a sustainability principle 

o Reduce out carbon footprint and/or sustainable development  

o Carbon is what is causing the problem – we need to be bold  

o Depends what you mean by carbon neutral – prefer carbon footprint  

o Too ambitious 

o Need to be evidence based – what is the carbon impact on flooding? 
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o Should we have a guiding principle of working with other sectors – not 

currently captured although may be ‘partnership’ 

o We value and encourage flexible solutions  

 We seek innovative finance solutions to fund resilience 

o Financial aspect is critical  

o This principle should be kept  

o Perhaps ‘innovative’ should be removed 

o Stronger language is needed – should not just be ‘seen’ 

o Include ‘multiple finance solutions’ 

o How can we encourage innovations? We need to be actively 

encouraging this. 

o Ambition should be to deliver resilient solutions  

o Can only deliver if we have the funding models  

o Need to think more about longer term investment scenarios. Need 

investment mind-sets.  

o Why have we latched onto funding as a principle solution? 

General comments: 

 Working with others – reflected in partnerships? This should include other 

sectors.  

 Growth support reduction in risk. However, growth can also reduce growth.  

 All decisions will be linked to finances  

 Risk will never go away. Consequences can be managed to help growth.  

The group rated the importance of the guiding principles: 

 

 

Enablers  

The group discussed the enables and rated the enablers on importance:  
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Technical Evaluation Checklist  

The group considered individual thoughts on the draft technical evaluation checklist 

presented. The group also discussed the evaluation of the Ideas for Change to be 

undertaken by the working groups: 

 Because the criteria won’t be weighted, need an explanation to provide 

context. 

 Need information on how they’ve been information and derived.  

 Two levels: 1. Most important things (less) 2. Deep dive (in depth) 

 Is there a sufficient level of granularity in the ideas?  

 Could do test/pilot before workshops  

 Qualitative scoring: provide yes/no/maybe response options or 

Red/Amber/Green rating 

 Information or clarity needed on how the outputs will be used 

 Clarity that ideas won’t get ‘lost’ 

 Explaining what happens with those that don’t ‘go forwards’ to the next stage  

 Benefits vs. difficultly on axis 

 Time – could things be done in advance? 

 Provide worked through examples prior to meeting 

 Could people choose their top priorities beforehand, then compare together  

 Point out why we are doing this – be open and aware of ‘shortcomings’ 

 Statements online for people to choose their priorities beforehand 

The group identified new criteria for the evaluation checklist: 
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 Adaptability to change 

 Political appetite 

 Vote for the winner 

 Incident recovery: “This idea is about achieving greater resilience and/or 

adaptation in the way that recovery is delivered”  

 No regrets decisions: “This idea is supported by the best knowledge at the 

time”  

 Separate criteria: “Expected charges to legal framework in near future due to 

Brexit” and “This idea is likely to be allowed within changing legal framework” 

 Alignment with other strategies (besides Government’s 25 Year Environment 

Plan) e.g. emerging industrial strategy, infrastructure strategy.  

 Is it something we can’t do without?  

 “This idea is supported and/or delivered in partnership” i.e. flood family, non 

flood family  

 Delivers on integrated catchment approach  

 Delivers wider environmental gain and opportunities  

 Localism and devolution: flexibility of idea to meet local needs and delivery 

methods 

 Supported by local stakeholders/community: “This idea aligns with the risk 

appetite and ‘willingness to pay’ in the local community (public and business 

and Risk Management Authorities) 

The group rated the evaluation checklist to identify the most important criteria: 

  

Criteria  Statement  

Current Legal Framework This idea is allowable within the current legal framework.  

Supported by evidence  
 

This idea is supported by evidence within the Evidence Pack. 

This idea is supported by other evidence we can access.◄ 

This idea is supported by community knowledge.  

25 Year Environment Plan 

 ◄◄◄ 

 

Our ambitions  

◄◄◄◄ 

The idea is relevant to one or more of our ambition 

statements. ◄ 

Guiding principles The idea is aligned to the majority of our guiding principles. 

Deliverable  

◄◄ 

This idea has actions which help it to be wholly or partially 
delivered in the short term 

This idea has actions which help it to be wholly or partially 
delivered in the medium term 

This idea has actions which help it to be wholly or partially 
delivered in the long term 

Technical considerations This idea would require extensive development before 
becoming technically feasible.  
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◄ 

Cost considerations  Costs 

Funding ◄ 

Responsibility  There is a clear indication of who would be responsible for 
this idea.  

Environmental Impact 
Assessment  

 

Strategic Environmental 
Assessments  

 

Incident Response 

◄◄ 

This idea is relevant before a flooding or coastal change 
event.  

This idea is relevant during a flooding or coastal change 
event. 

This idea is relevant after a flooding or coastal change event. 

Sustainable until 2100 

◄◄ 

This idea will be sustainable until 2100.  (In terms of changes 
to our world including climate driven as well as other factors 
such as population change.) 

Climate Change 

◄ 

Statement to be provided 

This idea recognises future uncertainty and is adaptable. ◄ 

Beneficial 

◄◄◄◄ 

This idea contributes to wider growth requirements.  

This idea brings multiple benefits. ◄◄ 

This idea brings multiple functions.  

Measurable or Auditable  
 

 

Wider government plans 
and strategies 
 

 

This idea is aligned to wider surface water strategy. 

Water Management 

◄◄ 

This idea is about managing water holistically.  

Cultural/behavioural 
change  

 
 

Sources of flooding   
 

◄◄ 

This idea will help to manage coastal change.  

This idea will help to manage fluvial flooding.  

This idea will help to manage tidal flooding.  

This idea will help to manage surface water flooding. 

This idea will help to manage sewer flooding. 

This idea will help to manage reservoir flooding. 

Resources  This idea is known to be deliverable now.  

Habitat Creation   

Understandable by 
everyone  

 

 

 

In addition, the new criteria (listed above) also received ratings on importance: 
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 Incident recovery: “This idea is about achieving greater resilience and/or 

adaptation in the way that recovery is delivered” O 

 No regrets decisions: “This idea is supported by the best knowledge at the 

time” OOO 

 Separate criteria: “Expected charges to legal framework in near future due to 

Brexit” and “This idea is likely to be allowed within changing legal framework” 

 Alignment with other strategies (besides Government’s 25 Year Environment 

Plan) e.g. emerging industrial strategy, infrastructure strategy. O 

 Is it something we can’t do without? OOOOO 

 “This idea is supported and/or delivered in partnership” i.e. flood family, non 

flood family OOO 

 Delivers on integrated catchment approach O  

 Localism and devolution: flexibility of idea to meet local needs and delivery 

methods OOO 

 

Actions and next steps: 

ACTION OWNER 

Circulate meeting notes & upload to website Environment 
Agency 
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Appendix A 

Discussion Topic: What is our ambition for risk in the face of climate change? 

Table Facilitator: Clare Dinnis 

Members of the discussion group: Tim Collins, Simon Jeffery, Roland 
Grzybeck, Rachel Burden 

 

What is the issue?  
Our climate is changing and will continue to do so. The most likely consequences 
are increased rainfall and storminess and a rising sea-level. All of which will lead to 
increased risk of flooding and coastal change. This means just holding risk at 
today’s levels will require considerable investment. And reducing risk will need a 
significant increase in funding.  
 

 What do we want to happen to flooding and coastal erosion risk by 2050? 
Do we want to be able to decrease it compared to today’s levels? Or hold it 
steady?  

 Are we prepared to make different decisions about this for different places? 
Who will make those decisions? Based on what criteria?  

 What is our ambition for risk in the face of climate change? 
 
 
Comments: 

 Moving target.  Not Black & white.  International 

 2050 not far enough.  By 2050 we need to have a plan for 2100. 

 Ambition should be for actions to be climate proof. 
 

What are potential options for our ambition? E.g. Aim to reduce the number of 
properties/businesses at risk; aim to keep pace with climate change so that there 
is no increase in the number of properties/businesses etc. at risk…. 

 
1. We make local decisions that do not adversely affect climate risks 
2. We want to keep at least what we have today (not necessarily) BUT – with 

the same resistance / resilience balance 
3. There are places where flood risk will increase – strategy gives framework.  

FRMPs does the specifics 
 

For each option above, what are the benefits this could unlock and the risks 
which would need to be overcome? 

Option Benefits Risks 

Keep what we have 
today but: 
Balance resilience / 
resistance 
No adverse impacts 

 Not apparently ambitious 
enough! 
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There are places where 
flood risk will increase 
 

Gives principles (and 
backing!) to make 
decisions 
Allows for adaptation 
Open / transparent 

Politically sensitive – but this 
will force the payment (or not) 
decision 
Financial liability – cost to 
society 

Places where flood risk 
will increase plus option 
for Somerset funding 
model 

As above plus local 
choice and inspires 
behaviours 

As above plus mitigation of 
political risk 

What evidence do we need to support our ambition and action? 
 
Flow / sea-evel inreases in 10 years, 25 years, 2050, 2100 – map. 
What does this mean?  CFMPs 
Understand how erosion rates change in response to rising sea levels. 
 
 

Which working groups need to consider this? 
 
Protection & Funding 
Communities & Businesses 
Water focused decision making 
Roles & responsibilities – especially with regards to assurance 
 

Additional notes: 
 
Need a set of principles to deal with climate change. 
No adverse impact 
Adaptation has to be the norm 
We want a sustainable strategy: 
• Not just 2050.  Embrace 2100 
• We invest once 
• Moving targets requires flexibility 
• State the longevity of your decisions as well as return period 
BOLD – We have to identify those areas where flood risk will increase – how do 
we get someone to actually do this?  National – councils – neighbourhood!! 
Link to standards of land use 
 
Affect & Effect – responding to events. 
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Discussion Topic: How can we be ready to manage the opportunities and 
threats provided by land-use changes? 

Table Facilitator:  Amy Shaw  

Members of the discussion group: Not provided  

What is the issue?  
Land-use affects flood risk in a myriad of ways. Insensitive development can 
increase run-off, lead to further urbanisation in a catchment which doesn’t have the 
capacity, and ultimately increase the risk for those already there. Land is both at 
risk and the way in which we use it can impact on the risk of flooding and coastal 
erosion. Upstream land management can unlock multiple benefits for multiple 
communities but also divorce those downstream from the reality of their risk as 
they do not see the action taken to reduce it. 
Changes in demand for land will offer new opportunities as the way we use our 
cities, the priority we give to land for food production, and our need to store water 
(in wet and dry periods) all change. This in turn will affect the flooding and coastal 
risk and the land to which we have access to help manage it.  
 

 What are our priorities for land-use in the future? Who are the critical 
decision makers we need to influence? 

 What are the implications (risks and benefits) of likely unrelated changes 
(such as autonomous cars, increased food production etc.)? 

 How can we be ready to manage the opportunities and threats provided by 
land-use changes? 

 
 

What assumptions are we making about how land use will look like in 2050? 
 

- We found it difficult to discuss this, as we aren’t in control of land use. What 
land is used for is a policy decision which is difficult to influence. But we 
need to make sure our decisions can influence and be future proofed.  

- MHCLG is the government department responsible for land use decisions. 
In order to influence this, FCERM needs to be fed into the land use 
discussion.  

- There is an ambition for government departments to work better together 
and be more coordinated, e.g. Defra and MHCLG.  

- In addition landowners will want control over what happens over time so 
there will need to be incentives to govern land owners if we want land use 
changes to happen.  

- We need to understand better what opportunities there are for land use in 
the future and we need to make sure there are principles for land use we 
are all in agreement of (rather than looking for solutions). Can we be clearer 
about what a priority land use should be for an area.  

- There is a question of whether we (the flood family) should have a view 
about what land should be used for or do we just accept it?  

- We do know that there will be much greater competing pressures on land 
use in the future, but there is no current national view on which land use 
should win (although 25 YEP might help). This makes it difficult to plan for 
future land use changes.  
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- There will be population pressures, cities will expand and build (up and out) 
- we also need to consider rural impacts.  

- We are making the assumption that big cities are likely to stay in the same 
place in the future, but there may need to be changes around the edges. 
However, we need to understand what the trigger (scale) is at which we will 
make the decision that the community is no longer sustainable in that 
location, i.e. size, cost benefits? 

- We should not make the assumption that rural areas are just giant SuDs 
used to protect urban areas.  

- Areas of land can have multiple uses – land use in the future could deliver 
multiple outcomes.  
 

What changes to the way land is used or managed would help achieve our 
ambition? What changes is our ambition dependent on? 
 

- Again there is a question of how much of this is within our control.  
- There needs to be a greater connectivity between government departments 

– this would result in land being used in a better way and delivering multiple 
benefits. Our approach in the future will have to be much more integrated.  

- We need to take the tricky decisions about which areas are unsustainable – 
and we need to be seen to be making these difficult decisions.  

- Coastal change areas are ahead of the inland – they are being used to take 
forward some of the tricky discussions.  

- The planning systems should allow roll back and we also need a clearer 
route to compensatory change for those who do have to move.  

- There should be a requirement for infrastructure providers to safeguard 
their assets.  

- There needs to be early engagement with communities and businesses so 
you have the confidence to make these difficult decisions.  

- We need to have a target to work towards, i.e. a 2150 strategy for water.  
 

What risks does this pose?  How can we manage them? 
 

- 2050 is too short in terms of land use change – need to be thinking in terms 
of 100 year change.  

- Communities need to understand their risk better.  
- We need to make it fundamentally acceptable that we will make these tricky 

decisions.  
- There will be communication and political issues around making difficult 

decisions – governments will not want to be seen to be making them.  
 

Which working groups need to consider this? 
Not provided.  

What evidence do we need to help determine a way forward? 
Not provided.  

Additional notes: 
None provided. 
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Discussion Topic: How can we embed the behaviour change we want (need…) 
to see? 

Table Facilitator:  Eleanor Blundell 

Members of the discussion group: Sally Priest, Mark Nokkert, Mark Stratton, 
Lise Taylor, Paul Cobbing 

 

What is the issue?  
People live at risk of flooding and coastal change. There is only so much any 
authority can do to reduce that risk. And in some locations ‘so much’ is relatively 
little. People can take further action to reduce the risk they face and the resulting 
consequences.  
 
But to do this they need a mind-set which accepts the risk, accepts their part to 
play in managing the risk and the consequence, understands the actions they can 
take and values the result of those actions enough to make a change to their 
behaviour. Much of our current thinking is predicated on this happening. That it in 
itself is a massive risk and one over which we have relatively little control.  

 How can we embed the behaviour change we want (need…) to see?   
 
General comments: 

 People need to know roles and responsibilities – expectations of others 

 Needs to be behaviour change across society – water cycle based 
approach 

 We all have a role to play in flood risk 

 Behaviour change is not just local / communities 

 Narrative is important. 

 Will be a cross-sectoral effort to reach behaviour change. 

 Behaviours - needs to also be society, government, media 
 

What are the behaviours we want people and/or businesses to be practising 
by 2050 and what assumptions are we making about them? 

Desired behaviour(s): 
 
Strategic coordination at 
all levels.  Cross-
sectoral local 
coordination across 
administrative areas. 
Top level government & 
departments. 
Leadership 
 
 
When buying a house, 
people understand flood 
risk 

 May understand 

Assumption(s) about now: 
 
Assumptions of 
responsibilities and “buck-
passing2 
Cross-government flood 
group. 
Cross-party group needed. 
Dependent on individuals 
e.g. MPs 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assumptions about 
change: 
 
Clarity on 
responsibilities.  Can 
look at how things want 
to look like in the future 
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 May do things to 
protect 

 
People “do stuff” 
because of standards 
 
People do things to help 
reduce water use / flood 
risk etc. 
 
People are aware of the 
options available 
 

 
 
 
E.g. they fit a drive and are 
automatically compliant due 
to the standards that exist 

 
 
 
Do people make 
decisions based on 
costs? 

How would we encourage this behaviour change to happen by 2050? Eg. 
Using nudge techniques, penalties, incentivisation, peer to peer etc. 
 
Toolkit of measures runs from 
Voluntary to Regulation. 
Insurance 
• Being clear on roles and responsibilities – there are currently overlaps and 
gaps.  Need to go back to the Pitt Review and assess. 
• Guidance for house buying – can be a lever 
• Finding opportunities to initiate conversations 
o Buying houses, insurance – regular things people engage with 
o Private landlords and tenancy agreements – requirements 
• Agreed narrative – can come from the Strategy 
o Needs to be before flooding as well as during 
• Range of interventions required – for Building Regulations – standards for 
resilience 
• Compliance, regulation, incentive 
 

Which working groups need to consider this? 
 
All – what decisions fall into which categories? 
Expectations – managing and changing.  E.g. May not always be protected, may 
not always get insurance – these are potential levers that can be used. 
 

What evidence do we need to help determine a way forward? 

 
Information from other public information campaigns – what positive and negative 
levers have been used?  E.g. Smoking, Fire etc. 
Very much linked to other issues.  E.g. Standards 
 

Additional notes: 
 

 National Flood forum project with Welsh Government 

 How can we make it positive and give it a positive profiles? 

 Understanding of hearts and minds as well as the carrot & stick approach. 
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 Should the narrative be “we are all at risk” – and we’re all responsible – but 
needs to have different levels etc. 

 Importance of small scale decisions – planning etc. 

 Public behaviour for future flood risk 

 “reducing the fear of flooding” 

 Flooding isn’t just about houses – not getting the work, impacts on others 
etc. 

 Encouraging societal discussion – common narrative required. 

 Who – individuals, media, “community”, Local Authorities 

 Need a common narrative including a positive view on how they have 
prepared for flooding 

 “everyone” is at risk – commuting, wider impacts.  So everyone needs to 
engage with the whole of Flood Risk. How to do this: 

o Incentives – California example 
o Stick – regulations – House purchase / building regulations 
o Hearts & binds – look positively and see benefits 
o Learn lessons from other campaigns – smoking 
o Need a “blue planet 2” – find the “secret ingredients” 
o Need to influence everyone across society – everyone can do 

something – but it might be different 
o MPs – are they in a flood zone? 
o What laws will be in place by 2050? 
o Can you take an action which will influence a change – what is the 

action I can do? Not a personal gain.  Burton & Tamworth Campaign 
o Learn from other customer engagement programmes i.e. PR19 – put 

them in the context. 
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Discussion Topic: What could standards mean for flooding and coastal 
change in 2050? 

Table Facilitator:  Steven Tupper  

Members of the discussion group: Rachael Hill, Hannah Coogan, Luke Lovall, 
Jonathan Glenum 

What is the issue?  
There is no common standard for any aspect of our response to flood or coastal 
risk. Should there be? What would it look like? Could it offer communities greater 
clarity about their risk and help to inspire behaviour change and action? Would it 
help to generate a conversation about the implications of climate change on 
increasing risk? 

 Could there be standards for different aspects of our response (protection, 
warning, recovery)?  

 Would we make a distinction between different places (core cities, urban 
areas, coastal areas) and different sources of flooding? 

 Do we support the Natural Capital Committee’s recommendation that 
everyone should be back in their homes within 5 days of flooding? Is this 
realistic? 

 What could standards mean for flooding and coastal change in 2050? 
 

What different flood standards might we need? And what do we think about 
those proposed by National Infrastructure Commission, Natural Capital 
Committee etc.?  
 
A basket approach with minimum levels of service for a system would help people 
to understand what they can expect. There could be different standards for 
different items in the basket, e.g. flood response, recovery, fluvial, coastal erosion, 
surface water etc. It would however be important for the basket to contain all items 
that need to be considered so that everything can be viewed as a whole. A 
minimum level of service would set a baseline that enables consultation with 
others on where there is a need to go above the minimum level of service. These 
conversations could then take into account cost and availability of funding etc. 
 
There are already standards set for some areas of flood risk management – e.g. in 
spatial planning and thresholds for flood warnings. 
 

Would the individual measures (i.e. standard of protection, standard of 
recovery etc.) vary within the overall basket depending on different criteria? 
What would those criteria look like? How can we help society to accept 
different standards in different places?  
 
Yes, the individual measures would vary. The basket could include the type of 
service, e.g. warnings, recovery but also the type of flood for example fluvial, 
surface water etc. 
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Could we accept changing standards over time (reducing or increasing) and 
how would we manage this? 
 
Yes, the levels of service could vary with time, the basket approach would be 
flexible enough for this. A minimum level of service would need trigger points for 
changes – e.g. new climate change scenarios, political change. A regular review to 
see if the trigger levels have been reached would be needed.  

Which working groups need to consider standards? 
 
All of the working groups would need to consider standards, however in a 
prioritised: 
1 – Protection and funding 
2 – Roles and responsibilities 
3 – Communities and businesses 
3 – Water focused decision making 

What evidence do we need to help determine a way forward? 
 
An understanding of the willingness for people (public, business etc.) to pay 
An understanding of the willingness for people (public, business etc.) to accept 
getting wet. 
 

Additional notes: 
 
A more flexible policy framework would support this. 
 

 Interested in National Infrastructure Commission use of word standard. It 
was actually a goal. We need to be clear about where we want standards or 
goals and tiers that we need. 

 We discussed Water Framework Directive as an example e.g. have look at 
different types of flood and different receptors. Standard has to be place 
based but what is the difference/flexibility that is needed for different 
contexts? 

 How do you involve key sectors in sorting the standards? 

 Even with RMAs there need to be a level playing field e.g. water companies 
held to account but what about local authorities? 

 Needs to be a baseline 

 Councils are place based so needs will differ > may not be aiming for 
consistency 

 Aim for a placed based approach within a common framework 

 Aim for consistency rather than uniformity.  

 Consistency of approach rather than consistency of outcome 

 RMAs not all resourced in the same way – the will bring different things to 
the table. 

 Integrated planning key to agreeing standards 

 Communication and language – should our ambition to be continually 
improving standards? 
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 Language – do we mean standards of protection or the process 

 Matrix – standards different for different places and different sources. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


